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S

couting is all about getting out and doing things.
But, as we came to the end of our financial year, the
impact of COVID-19 was beginning to show and it
was clear that we were about to embark on a very strange
period for Oxfordshire Scouting – with no face-to-face
meetings, no camping, no adventurous activities. Writing
this introduction to our annual review in July 2020, I am
only too aware that we have a long way to go before
reaching a ‘new normal’ and that looking back to 2019 will
feel, in many ways, like exploring ancient history.
But in Scouting we face challenges with fortitude. As
our Founder wrote, “a Scout whistles and smiles under all
circumstances”. The global pandemic, appalling though
it has been, will not deter young people and their leaders
from enjoying the adventure of Scouting and developing
skills for life. And, as this review covers the whole of the
financial year, not just the last month or so, there is so
much to remember and so much to celebrate.
In particular, Oxfordshire County Scouts found themselves
with a new County Commissioner. Wendy always knew that
she would have to hit the ground running, just to keep up the
with the pace of development that was set by Phil, her terrific

predecessor. She has done so with enormous skill, good
humour and a real commitment to ensuring that everyone feels
they have a stake in the adventure. It has been a pleasure
to work with her over the last twelve months and to see a
new County Team take shape and for new, exciting ideas
for the future beginning to emerge. The journey of a County
Commissioner is a marathon, not a sprint, but we are all already
benefiting from Wendy’s highly inclusive leadership.
In each Annual Review, I look to thank the hundreds of adult
volunteers who make Scouting happen for our county’s young
people and this year is no exception. Whether as uniformed
leaders or commissioners, as members of trustee boards on
District and Group Executives, or providing occasional help on
camps and other events, volunteers remain the lifeblood of our
Movement. Thank you for all that you do. But we are also
extremely fortunate in Oxfordshire to have two employees,
Michelle and Chris, who, alongside their volunteering, have
Scouting as their day jobs. The support they provide to us all
is amazing – and I am guessing that we only see a tiny part of
what they both do. Thank you, both of you. You are complete
stars.

County Commissioner
So, as we look forward to the rest of 2020 and
into 2021, I hope we will see a swift, but carefully
managed, safe return to the sort of Scouting that
forms most of this review. Scouting in Oxfordshire
changes young people’s lives for the better, helps to
raise their aspirations and widen their horizons. It is
one of the jewels of voluntary youth provision within
the county – and one with which I am immensely
proud to be associated. As we work our way through
our current situation, I am reminded of some more
words of the Founder, “Life would pall if it were all
sugar; salt is bitter if taken by itself; but when tasted
as part of the dish, it savours the meat. Difficulties are
the salt of life.”
John May OBE DL
County Chair of Trustees

T

his is the first time I have been involved with the
Annual Review and the first time I have stopped to
look back since taking on the County Commissioner
role. It was a real honor to take over from Phil in July 2019.
He had built a strong County Team to support him, which
has allowed me to continue to build on the brilliant work
that was already in progress, get to know the County
Team and take some time to develop a new plan for the
County.
Our young people have to be at the heart of any plan for
Oxfordshire Scouting. Scouting makes a real difference
to the lives of the young people involved; providing them
opportunities to gain confidence, learn skills for life, challenge
themselves, take part in new experiences and have lots of
fun along the way. And, whilst we don’t say it often, it can
do the same for its volunteers too! It’s why we have so many
volunteers giving up thousands of hours each year to support
young people and I want to echo John’s thanks to everyone
involved – we couldn’t support so many young people without
you all.
In forming a new County plan, I have looked at four keys area
I would like to develop. Firstly, improve support for the 14-

25 age range to help keep more young people in Scouting
longer; improve the journey for volunteers to ensure they are
happy and able to provide the best Scouting possible to our
young people; encourage diversity in the Oxfordshire Scouting
provisions to ensure we reflect our local communities; and lastly
increase the community impact that our young people have in
their local area.
Working with the County Team we have developed a new
strategic plan to achieve these. However, before this was rolled
out, we saw the start of the pandemic which has, as in all areas
of life, meant adapting, putting plans on hold and changed
the way we do things. As always, our volunteers rose to the
challenges faced and adapted quickly to new ways of working.
Over the coming months our key focus is getting everyone back
to face-to-face Scouting safely and in doing so the strategic
plan will also come into action.
To support the plan, the County Team has changed with new
roles added including a Supporter of the Nights Away Permit
Scheme and Assistant County Commissioners for Explorers
and Network. We have added a marketing and communications
team to help promote the amazing work of Groups and Units,
and we are developing our adult support team to provide more
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assistance to our volunteers both in terms of their development
& well-being and also how they can support their young people
further. We have also seen some volunteers move on; Michelle
stepped down from her Deputy County Commissioner (Events)
role, Michael from District Commissioner in West Oxfordshire
and Hannah, as I write this, is coming to the end of her term
as County Youth Commissioner. Thank you to them all for their
time and commitment to Oxfordshire Scouting.
Looking back, it has been a pleasure to see the vast array of
Scouting activities that have taken place over the year, there is
much to celebrate and remember. From numerous international
experiences, camps through to weekly meetings covering
a huge range of topics, experiences and adventures and of
course more recently Zoom meetings of all shapes and sizes!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the County
Team for welcoming and supporting me. Also thank you
to all the amazing volunteers across the County for their
support and the time they put into Scouting. As a team going
forward, I know we can achieve some amazing things and
see Oxfordshire Scouting develop and grow even further to
support even more young people!
Wendy Tatham
County Commissioner

County Youth Commissioners

H

i all, Hannah and Ashley here on what will be our
last joint annual review! Hannah will be finishing as
County Youth Commissioner in August having been
in the role 3 years. I have thoroughly enjoyed the role and
gained so many experiences along the way!
Over the past year, we have achieved some of our main focuses
including widening our perception as a County and building a
stronger rapport with both young people and adults. Providing
resources and support for sections to deliver youth shaped
Scouting is the crux of our role, so it has been fantastic to
see so many young people leading their Scouting journey by
suggesting programme ideas and troop night themes. This is
something that will continue to ensure young people really are
gaining the most from their Scouting lives.
In November 2019 we enter the Oxford Bus Company
competition to ‘Brand a Bus’ in which we were shortlisted in
the final 10. The video that we entered was viewed thousands
of times, spreading awareness of what we do and the great
opportunities we provide for young people in Scouting.
Perception and community impact are the two focuses that we
will continue to push, both through the County Team but also at
a local level to drive the good work that is already taking place.

Building District Youth Commissioner teams has been another
achievement this year! These teams have allowed youth
shaped scouting to take more of a local focus, supporting
groups and sections to give their young people the best
Scouting experience. It was important to us to build these
teams as it has allowed different ideas and focuses in each
District, ensuring the delivery is specific to those young people.
We are aware that things we do at County level are not always
relevant to local sections.
As well as us gaining achievements for the County, we as
individuals have experienced our own achievements whilst
being in the role. Whether that be getting better at public
speaking and providing direction to help us reach our goals or
getting better at organising our time. Scouting really has given
us skills for life! And Ashley is going to continue to do so as
he carries on in the role, looking to further develop the County
Youth Commissioner team through the introduction of Deputy
County Youth Commissioners in the coming year.
Thank you everyone for your continued support, we really do
appreciate it and have loved seeing so many of you embrace
the YouShape programme!
Hannah Venn and Ashley Faulkner
County Youth Commissioners
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Programme

T

he programme team has expanded considerably
over the last twelve months with new volunteers
joining the team. As a result, 2019-20 has been very
active with lots of support provided to volunteers across
the County, providing time saving resources and helping
to ensure that all young people are recognised for their
achievements. And we have seen numerous international
trips and expeditions completed too.
As a team we have supported events by developing resources
for leaders showing all the activities available at the event and
linking these to the numerous badge requirements covered.
Doing so provides leaders a guide of the badge requirements

young people can achieve by attending an event and ensures
young people are recognised for all their achievements, no
matter how big or small.
Working alongside the District teams we have attended
meetings to support leaders and encourage discussions
around programme. From this we have supported leaders
by developing programme resources for specific badges,
particularly in areas where there have been barriers to young
people achieving the top awards in their sections. Last year
more than 1,200 young people achieved Top Awards and were
invited to the County Awards Day celebration – we’d like to see
even more next year.

From an international perspective, the team has been
particularly busy supporting international experiences including
trips to Bosnia, Poland, France, the Netherlands, Italy and
Belgium! In addition, a significant amount of equipment was
donated from young people across the County to Scouts in The
Gambia.
The Assistant County Commissioners in the programme team
are Graham Brewis and Lorraine Crowther for Cubs, Dawn
Jeffs for Scouts, Adrian Soper for Explorer Scouts, Richard
Harwen for Young Leaders and Lee Besley for Network.
Many thanks to Alex Lyczkowski for his continued dedication

to organise and support all aspects of International Trips
throughout the County, as well as leading many of them
himself.
Finally, thanks to Jo Hawtin for all her efforts and commitment
both behind-the-scenes and her tireless work visiting units
throughout the County to present the Duke of Edinburgh
Awards and Queens Scout Awards to the Young People who
have worked so hard to achieve them.
Marcus Goodwin
Deputy County Commissioner - Programme
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24th World Scout Jamboree

I

n July 2019, 36 young people and four adult leaders
from across Oxfordshire set off on their journey to
North America, to attend the 24th World Scout Jamboree
in West Virginia, USA. For almost two years the Unit had
been fundraising a whopping £160,000 to enable them to
attend the Jamboree, alongside 45,000 Scouts from over
100 countries.
Before travelling to the Jamboree site, the Unit first spent a
few days exploring the sights and sounds of New York City,
including selfies at the top of the Empire State Building, a
sunset bus ride down Broadway, and a thrilling speedboat ride
to see the Statue of Liberty. This was followed by two weeks
at the Summit Bechtel Reserve in West Virginia, enjoying a
wide variety of adventurous activities ranging from white water

rafting to zip lining, mountain biking to crossbow shooting,
and even scuba diving. Badges and neckers were traded with
Scouts from across the globe, with friendships made and
contacts exchanged.
After an exhilarating closing ceremony featuring a thrilling
performance by Pentatonix, and the most dramatic firework
and laser display anyone has ever witnessed, the Unit
reluctantly said their goodbyes to their new-found international
friends and travelled on to Washington DC. Here there was the
opportunity for a second round of sightseeing, including the
Air & Space Museum, the Declaration of Independence, and
a walking tour of Washington’s most famous landmarks. The
Unit were even able to enjoy a slap-up dinner at the Hard Rock
Café, to celebrate their incredible fundraising achievements.

The final stop on the Jamboree journey came after a long coach
trip north, to reach the Canadian city of Montreal. Here the Unit
were treated to the outstanding hospitality of the St Thomas de
Villeneuve Scout Group, who ensured that the weary travellers
were greeted with a banquet of home-cooked food and helped
organise an exciting programme of sight-seeing and activities.
Watching the sunset from the top of Mount Royal, a spooky
after-dark ghost tour of the city, pizza in the park, a traditional
corn roast and a tricky scavenger hunt all helped ensure that
the Unit’s time in Montreal flew by, and all too soon it was time
to begin the long drive back to New York, to board a flight back
to the UK.
The Jamboree marked the end of a long journey for the Unit;
beginning by bringing together 36 complete strangers and

ending as a true family. The Unit would like to express their
heartfelt thanks to the hundreds of people who have helped
them on their journey; particularly the incredible support
given by the families and friends of Unit members. This is an
experience that our young people will never forget.
You can read about the experience in more detail in the
Jamboree Report which has been written by the young people
who attended.

Events

looking forward to offering an even bigger and better
range of activities for our young people in 2021

T

he County Events team have been as busy as ever
over the past 12 months, with events being run for
every section and open to all young people across
Oxfordshire.
May saw our annual County Awards Day celebrating the
achievements of over 850 young people at Youlbury Scout
Activity Centre where they could spend the day with their
families taking part in on site activities. Moving into June the
camping season was in full swing with Aqua camp seeing
350 Scouts taking to the water in kayaks, canoes, rafting and
dragon boats providing the opportunity for them to gain their
nautical skills, time on the water and paddle sports badges. July
was a busy month for the events team with the County Cub
Camp, CubWorld, taking place at Queenford Lakes and also
saw Explorers heading off to Gilwell 24 for non-stop activities
over a 24-hour period.
CESAW started the Autumn term with a bang, welcoming
Explorer Scouts for a weekend of camping, fun and friendship,
including the now-traditional ‘colour run’ obstacle course on
Sunday morning. In October, over 300 Scouts spent a weekend
competing in the County Patrol Camping Weekend, whilst
enjoying a wide variety of adventurous activities. November

saw Explorers tackle a selection of wacky challenges (hiking
boots made from cake, anyone?) in the annual RaidOx
competition, before Beavers and Cubs enjoyed a fabulous
winter fun day including backwoods cooking, snow-globe
making, a coconut shy and an energetic round of campfire
songs.
In 2020 we saw the return of the Winter Challenge, with
all sections descending on the Ridgeway for a gruelling 18
mile hike, before the school half term break was filled with
singing and dancing, as the Oxfordshire Scout & Guide
Gang Show delivered an outstanding run of performances at
Radley College Theatre – the culmination of several months of
committed rehearsing.
Sadly, further events were cancelled or postponed as a result of
the Covid-19 pandemic. However, the team have been working
hard behind the scenes and are looking forward to offering an
even bigger and better range of activities for our young people
in 2021.
Becky Stanworth
Deputy County Commissioner - Events

CubWorld

I

n July 2019, after eighteen months of planning, over
1000 Cubs and 500 adult volunteers took part in
Oxfordshire’s county cub camp “CubWorld” at the
Wet’n’Wild water park near Wallingford. The water
park was also host to the County’s 2019 Annual General
Meeting on the same weekend.
The camp, which ran from Friday to Sunday, saw the Cubs
and leaders camped in tents around the perimeter of the lake
in glorious sunshine. During the weekend, the Cubs had the
opportunity to take part in a huge range of activities from
dragon boating to dodgems!
The camp was based around the activity areas of Land, Air and
Sea, with different activities representing each of the areas. The
pinnacle of the activities was the inflatable water park in the
sea zone which all Cubs, and adults, had the opportunity to go
on. Other activities included a flight simulator, grass sledges,
laser tag, slack lines, and kayaking.
Evening Activities were laid on, too, including around the world
fancy-dress parade, live band, magician, and fire-eater.
We also had a visit from international explorer and Scout

Ambassador, Ed Stafford, who judged the fancy-dress
competition and spoke to all the Cubs about his experiences
in Scouting and how what he learned in Scouts had led him to
develop his career as a writer and an explorer.
All the Cubs had a great time as demonstrated by some being
asleep during the closing ceremony and many others before
their transport had left site!
My thanks go out to the dedicated team of adult volunteers, too
many to mention individually, who supported the development
of the camp and also to the First Aid County Active Support
Unit and the Event Fairies (infrastructure) without whom none
of it could have happened.
Marcus Goodwin
CubWorld Event Lead

Growth

G

reat news! Over the past year the number of young
people Scouting in Oxfordshire, has once again
increased. However, we have even more wanting
to join with our waiting lists also growing further too.
To support our growth, we have been delighted to work
with families and communities to open new groups and
sections. Key projects this year have seen new sections
opening in Wallingford, Abingdon and Hanney. More
new groups and sections are set to open as we continue
to grow and with new homes being built throughout the
County.
The arrival of the pandemic slowed down all that we hoped to
achieve in the coming year but we still have plans to provide
even more Scouting for young people and have projects
proposed for new groups in Abingdon, Woodstock and Barton
as well as plans to help address gaps within existing groups
across the County.
It is particularly interesting to see how the number of Explorers
(aged 14-18) has once again continued to rise significantly
and we will be working to encourage them to continue their

Scouting journey as adults and strengthen the longer-term
future of Scouting.
It is always wonderful to see new groups and sections starting
to take shape and the infectious enthusiasm from existing
volunteers that support them. Scouting is a family and the
caring and supporting attitudes of existing leaders towards
new groups and volunteers is heart-warming.
Scouting has provided a beacon of light in some dark pandemic
days and it has been inspirational to see how groups and
sections have adapted and delivered online Scouting – and
to think some of these volunteers were not even in Scouting
a year ago! Whilst we are all keen to get back to face to face
Scouting the pandemic has shown us how we can adapt and
use technology to deliver Scouting potentially to many more
young people.
We are grateful to all those who help to grow and develop
Scouting and continue to strive to find more volunteers to
join; whether delivering high quality programmes, events or
supporting executive committees there is a role for everyone.

We encourage flexible volunteering meaning people can
give the amount of time that fits their own circumstances.
By increasing and supporting the adults in Scouting we can
provide even more for young people. We are always happy
to talk to anyone interested in joining Oxfordshire Scouts
-jointheadventure@oxonscouting.org.uk
Siobhan Wilson
Deputy County Commissioner - Growth
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Training

Adult Support

G

S

reat training supports and develops great leaders.
It helps to make them feel more capable, competent
and confident and therefore better able to influence
and deliver great Scouting for young people. We want all
adults that do their Scouting in Oxfordshire to feel that it
is easy for them to get the training and support that they
need and deserve.
Training in Oxfordshire has had a busy year since the last
AGM. We have delivered Getting Started, First Aid, Executive
Committee, Appointments Advisory Committee and
Safeguarding training in various locations across the County, as
well as at our Training Centre in Blackbird Leys. In addition, we
have offered all of the modules that make up the Adult Training
Scheme over a number of weekends.
In response to the current situation we have designed and
delivered an online offering, to ensure that our adults can still
get access to training and validation, despite the difficulties we
are all facing.
Since the last annual report our trainers have delivered in
excess of 100 courses to more than 500 people. Our Training
Advisors (TAs) have validated 93 adults through to the

upporting adult volunteers is vital to the ongoing
development of Oxfordshire Scouting. As Colin has already
said the training of our leaders helps given them the
confidence and skills to deliver amazing Scouting and the adult
support team look to support them further with guidance on
specialist topics to make their role as easy as possible.

successful completion of their Wood Badge, the award that
signifies the completion of Adult Training in Scouting.
This represents a significant commitment from the volunteers
that manage, deliver and support all aspects of training in
Oxfordshire. It is also a sign of the dedication of our leaders,
managers and supporters who give up time to train, in order
to ensure that Young People can safely enjoy fantastic,
challenging and rewarding Scouting.
Thank you to everyone that has done so much to support
training in Oxfordshire in the last year. We have an exciting
year ahead, filled with plans, opportunities and challenges and I
look forward to working with you all.
Colin Davidson
County Training Manager

Our adult support team includes County advisors on a variety of topics
covering inclusion, diversity and activities including support on the range
of activity permits available to volunteers and support with the nights
away permit scheme. And we are looking to expand the team further to
provide support for the volunteer’s welfare too. Volunteers see a range of
issues in their roles and have to deal with difficult situations. Whilst we
can help provide training for dealing with these, we also want to provide
a supportive network of individuals that can listen, advise and provide
reassurance to those facing challenges. It is important that our volunteers
do not feel alone in their roles and throughout the County Team we look
to share best practice and experiences with one another, at the heart of
which will be our adult support team.
Thank you to Jo and her team for their continued support to volunteers
on inclusion and to Rob his team of advisors helping to answer all activity
related questions and supporting volunteers in gaining permits for
adventurous activities.
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Marketing & Communications

W

e joined the County Team in February
2020, sharing the role of Deputy County
Commissioner (Marketing & Communications).
We were full of ideas to help promote the use of social
media in scouting, then the Covid-19 pandemic became
the new reality and suddenly social media became the
focus of a new method of scouting.
During the short time we have been in role we have looked
to update and refresh the County’s social media accounts,
some of which had not been used for some time. We are now
promoting the great work being carried out on the County’s
Facebook Group and Page, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube
accounts. With the rebrand of Oxfordshire County Scouts all
the social media accounts have been updated and we have
provided a more defined split between the external facing
Facebook Page and internal, volunteer supporting, Facebook
Group.
At the end of this year, we have worked alongside the
programme team to organise Oxfordshire’s first virtual camp
- Easter Camp at Home. One of the first such scout camps
in the UK. The potential of Twitter, Instagram and YouTube

as scouting ‘tools’ were demonstrated during the camp and
the County Facebook page became the focus for over 2000
members who took part and shared their experiences with
photos and videos.
In the build-up to the virtual camp we developed a relationship
with BBC Radio Oxford which we hope to grow further to
promote the great work in the County to a wider audience.
We are also looking to promote Scouting stories both internally
and in local communities; this will develop in time although
we have had some success already with the story about West
Oxon scout leaders providing a pharmaceutical delivery service
for those unable to leave their homes during the pandemic.
Going forward we are looking to develop our team to include
county advisors for OSM, GDPR, Compass and Gift Aid to help
support volunteers. We would also like to develop a team of
media champions across the county to help promote stories
from groups and districts to increase our media coverage.
Nick Davis & Alex Gill
Deputy County Commissioners – Marketing and
Communications
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